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Major Sam McGrath - a former selection course commander for the Parachute Regiment - shares the life and fitness lessons he learned from the paratroopers in his new book Credit: Matt Timbers Utrinque Paratus. This is the motto of one of the most elite military units in the world - but unlike the paratroopers of the British Army, how many of us can really
say we are ready for anything? Thankfully, the former PARATROOPER turned FTSE 100 managing director of the company, Major Sam McGrath, has written a four-week formula to help civilians like you and I to build the fitness needed to train and live like a warrior - even in the middle of life. The building blocks set out make it possible for those who,
regardless of their starting point, work like a couple - anywhere, with any budget, as long as you have six hours a week of training time to spare. And if that sounds a bit intense, it also gives an insight into the inner workings of Britain's most infamous battalions. While in the army, McGrath became one of the youngest soldiers to achieve the rank of major
since World War II. As well as completing several operational tours in Iraq and Afghanistan, he ran a selection course for the UK Crack Parachute Regiment, putting potential candidates for the Airborne Infantry Regiment through their paces with grueling tests of mind and body, from log-race endurance marches and milling (it's 60 seconds of controlled
physical aggression against an enemy of similar height and weight. , Nelly, Bea and Tess), McGrath, now 40, says he is fit than I've ever been. He works half as much as he did while in the military - but the training he does is focused, with the mind to the ultra-marathons he now competes in. Since leaving the couple, Major Sam McGrath (who has four
daughters, pictured) has integrated his ultra-marathon training regimes with work and family life scaremongering as anything that might seem if you want to know what it takes to achieve the thinking and fitness levels needed for any feat McGrath is the man to ask. He believes the three qualities that everyone hopes to get a couple fit need to hone are
optimism, self-reliance and grit - the latter of which is key. Optimism and self-reliance are powerless without sand: the ability to push through adversity and bounce back from injury. One of the most stressful things people deal with is fighting, McGrath continues. The way to prepare for this is to push yourself physically, beyond your appetite for challenge.
Fitness is a means instill this mentality, but it's a transfer to every aspect of your life. When our third child arrived, our daughter Nelly had gastroenteritis that could kill the newborn Bea - my wife Annie was in the same bedroom and I was block nursing others by keeping them segregated - this kind of situation also requires sand. Systemic training building
blocks learning how a couple book begins with a chapter on the spirit of a paratrooper, and reflections on key moments in the history of P, like the Merville Battle raid that led to the liberation of France. McGrath emphasizes the importance of what he calls growth thinking - the belief that you have control over personal outcomes - rather than a fixed mindset in
which you believe your chances of success are down to external factors. Major Sam McGrath: Like any veteran I struggle with affiliation: I look in the mirror and still identify as a paratrooper from Paula Radcliffe's Ineos cycling team, there is a mindset behind any elite performance based on these three qualities. To even think of a gold medal or your first
marathon is in reach requires optimism. You have to think you can do more than you know. But the path to achieving that goal won't be linear: you'll be thrown out of the way - and that's where the sand comes in. Marathon Bulletin (SUBSCRIBER) article Book peppered with proverbs: McGrath refers to Napoleon Bonaparte's Maxim: Courage without the
strength to go - it goes on when you don't have the strength. The secret, he says, is the mind over matter: When you're at the lowest ebb and everything is spent, there's always at least 20pc left in the tank, he insists. Feeling motivated enough? It's good to keep that thought. Next, McGrath lays out the basics needed before you start: sleep, nutrition, mobility
and focus, along with illustrations of functional movements (such as squats) needed to continue beyond the Level 1 curriculum without the risk of injury. You have to eat, sleep and have a full range of movement. That's 90pc. Otherwise, your exercises are wasted. So one of the first things you need to do to get a couple fit is actually as simple as getting a
good night's sleep. Maybe this program is not as scary as it seems? Planning to power how to fuel your body as a couple It may not surprise you that McGrath plans everything in his life - including his grocery stores and food - with military precision. The military is doing well in a one-off set of tasks. The competition is not out to beat you, it is to kill you. And
the basis for solving a one-off challenge is also relevant for integrating fitness regime in your life - or planning weddings, moving countries, changing careers - whatever it is. At this point, McGrath emphasizes the need not only to carry out both activities in itself, but also to train with a long-term goal in sight. After that, reader, you are ready to train: drill and
recovery exercises that will help you quickly gain fitness, detailed and illustrated, including warm-up, mobility, circuit, cardio, cool down and Four sets of four four Training programs are then covered: Level One (Boot Camp) is designed for those who are new for fitness, Second Level (Fighting Fit) for those who are already active, Level 3 (PARA Fit) is
designed to help those with a high level of physical base to challenge themselves. If you come to the program as a rookie, suggests McGrath, it can take five to ten sets of four-week cycles to get to that stage. Equipment is not required, except for a pulled up bar that can be installed in the doorway or found in the park. Finally, Level 4 is the company's
standard P: designed for those who embark on the trooper selection process, or are looking to add a new dimension to their preparation - incorporating items like running in boots with Bergen backpack in tow on mountain terrain. It's a comprehensive, gradual guide to getting into a combat rhythm, which McGrath emphasizes, everyone and everyone can try
for size to get fit and achieve their goals, whether it's a 10K or a marathon. Major Sam McGrath now juggles preparations for ultramarathons with the demands of family and working life, and attributes his success to qualities he honed as a paratrooper can juggle this even with the demands of a busy life and quality time with his family, with a minimum
commitment time of about six hours of actual training per week. I've seen so many leave the military to trade health for the pursuit of wealth, he explains. Fitness was part of what I did as a paratrooper, but when I had kids and got an office job, the challenge was finding time and integrating learning into the fabric of life. I tried to distill everything I learned about
how to do it in the book. McGrath feels indebted to the military, and as a result donates all royalties to charity Supporting Our Paras. I got so much from the Parachute Regiment, and like any veteran I struggle with belonging. I look in the mirror and still identify with the paratrooper, he explains. In April of this year, I was longer than I was in. I walked away
unscathed physically - mentally I probably got a bit of baggage - but many of my friends didn't, so supporting charity for them is very important to me. It's a way to keep in touch with the paras, give something back and say thank you and hopefully inspire others. Ready for anything? Let's do it... 4-week Formula for Elite Physical Fitness: Be Para Fit By Major
Sam McGrath is published on January 23 (Osprey, 14.99 pounds) Army officials from Fort Bragg, North Carolina, on Thursday unveiled the identity of a paratrooper who was killed Wednesday during an airborne training operation. Pfc. Jean Cruz De Leon's parachute broke down during a training jump in Fort Stewart, Georgia, according to a press release
from the 82nd Airborne Division. Read Next: Delta Force Soldier Selected for Medal of Honor Throws Light on Fallen teammates of the officers did not release more details about the parachute malfunction, but said the accident was an accident investigated, according to the release. The 20-year-old native of Marrero, Louisiana, was an infantryman assigned
to the company of the 1st Battalion, 505th Parachute Infantry Regiment. Pfc. Cruz De Leon was a dedicated soldier who believed in continuously honing his craft and contributing every day to our mission, Lt. Col. Matthew Molly, commander of the 1st Battalion, 505th Parachute Infantry Regiment, said in a release. He was an outstanding paratrooper and
friend whose actions contributed to the success of our unit. Spc. Brandon Arnold, the team's leader in the arms squad, said Cruz De Leon always made everyone laugh when everyone was down, constantly raising the morale of the team. He was constantly striving for the best himself and was always there for his fighting buddies, Arnold said. Cruz De Leon
enlisted in the Army in May 2019 and announced his first assignment at Fort Bragg in October of that year. His awards and awards include the Army Medal of Merit, the National Defence Service Medal, the Global War on Terrorism Medal, the Army Service Tape and the Army Skydiver Badge. Cruz De Leon first served as a grenadier and then became a
radio broadcaster (RTO). Second Lt. Michael Vecchio said Cruz De Leon wanted to learn as much as possible when he took on the role of RTO. Whenever he is given a mission, he go out and find answers just so he can learn his craft, said Vecchio, who was Cruz's de Leon platoon commander. -- Matthew Cox can be achieved in
matthew.cox@military.com. Related: Fort Bragg Trooper Dies During Airborne Training Show Full Article Article
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